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From the Garden of the President

   Greetings Daffodillians!

It’s the end of February and I’m not sure if we had

winter or not!  I’ve had flowers blooming

continuously since the beginning of December –

little N. cantabricus hybrids.  Those are pale yellow

hoop petticoats similar to bulbocodiums except for

the earlier bloom time and pale yellow color. 

They collapse when the temperatures get down in

the mid-twenties at night and then as soon as the

temperarures go up, they expand again.  I have

one variety that has collapsed and expanded over

20 times now!  These are very small flowers

(miniatures) and it would take 500 to make any

kind of show, but still, to have garden-grown

daffodils on the table for Christmas Day dinner is

a feat! 

The Board has been working on the meeting

schedule – and we’ve made a big change for the

last two meetings of the year.  We’re switching

venues from Nora Library to Holliday Park Nature

Center!

Please, keep the calendar on page two of this

newsletter so you’ll know where the meetings will

be.  The March meeting is at Nora Library, then

the Aug & Oct. Meetings will be at Holliday Park

Nature Center.  At the October meeting, we’ll

have a vote on which venue  our members prefer. 

The pitch-in picnic will be in Bloomington, thanks

to Kay Cunningham who is hosting and organizing

it for us.  The August meeting will be a PBS tape

featuring ADS member John Lipscomb’s Georgia

garden.  John grows a lot of daffodils and it will be

interesting to see what his garden looks like

throughout the year. 

We haven’t gotten too many ‘Count on Me’ forms

back from members, so we’ll have blanks available

at the March 12th meeting at Nora Library.  Please

fill them out and volunteer for the jobs we have

available.  The Award Bulbs will be coming from

Mitsch this year!

One of the first opportunities for earning points

toward the special award bulbs is the Indiana

Daffodil Show on April 25-26 (set up the 24th). 

We will need a lot of help setting up from 6:00

pm- 8:00 pm.  Please, just show up and we’ll give

you a job that is easy! The camaraderie makes the

time go by fast.  

We also need members to bring a salad or dessert

item for our member and judges’ luncheon around

noon on April 25th.  Joe Hamm stays at the show

all day Friday and Saturday; maybe somebody

should bake a batch of cookies for him so he has
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the strength to carry on!

Now I’m trying to get this newsletter out and also

plant my miniatures which arrived from Australia. 

I am finally in a position where I just order the

new releases for the year and barely scan the rest

of the  catalog!  

                            Happy Spring!  ~Suzy Wert

Daffodils

April showers hang around
To see if they can drown the ground

Resourcefully the garden copes
By raising yellow periscopes.

2002 Daffodil Calendar

 2002 Meeting Dates
March 12, 2002

Meeting Nora Library 1:00

Learn how to pick & groom your flowers for show.

(See article page 5.)

The Indiana State
Daffodil Show

Meridian Street United Methodist Church, 5500 N.

Meridian Street, Indpls. North Entrance.  Entries

accepted April 25 (6:00 pm until 8:00pm) & April 26

(8:00 am to 10:30 a.m.) Stay for the Potluck

luncheon. See ‘2002 Show Dates’ next column.

Saturday, June 29 - Picnic in Bloomington. Details

in the June Ledger.  Also, Mitsch orders due to Joe

Hamm.  Look for the “D” after the price for a 25%

discount.  (See article page 3.)

Saturday, August 17*- Bulb and Plant Exchange  

HOLLIDAY PARK  1:00

Video - from PBS: A Gardener’s Journal featuring

ADS Member and daffodil grower John Lipscombe.

Saturday, October 5 - Bulb and Plant Exchange 

HOLLIDAY PARK 1:00

Joe Hamm and Helen Trueblood “Tips on Planting and

Organizing”.

2002 Sales & Bagging Parties

July 25, Thursday, Bagging Party at Joe Hamm’s

9:00 am - noon

July 28, Sunday 9:00 a.m. setup Holliday Park

Nature Center

Aug 22, Thursday, Bagging Party at Joe Hamm’s

9:00 am - noon 

Aug. 25, Sunday 9:00 a.m. setup Holliday Park

Nature Center

2002 Show Dates

ADS NATIONAL SHOW April 18-19 Ft. Mitchell,

Kentucky (Cincinnati)

April 6-7 Louisville, Kentucky

April 13-14 - Scottsburg Show, Leota Barn.  (See

article page 3.)

April 24 - Set-up Indianapolis Show  Call Joe

Hamm 291-6197 to volunteer to help set up or

tear down.

April 25-26 - IDS Show & Potluck Luncheon

(55th & Meridian) Call Sara Kinne or Joe

Hamm if you can clerk or be a page.
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IDS Miscellany

Mitsch Novelty Daffodils sold at a
Discount to IDS Members!

Don’t forget, we have a club order going in to Mitsch

Novelty Daffodils on June 30th.  You’ll get a 25%

discount on bulbs that are marked with a “D” in

their catalog.  Don’t have a Mitsch catalog?  Call, e-

mail or write for one – they’ve got color pictures! 

Mitsch Novelty Daffodils, P.O. Box 218 Hubbard,

OR 97032 Phone 503-651-2742, Fax 503-651-2792,

e-mail havensr@web-ster.com.

Leota Show & Potluck
 

If you’ve never been down to Helen Trueblood’s

Leota show, you absolutely must try to get there this

year!  This year, Helen’s show is Saturday, April 13

and Sunday, April 14, (entries are made Saturday

morning) which means even IDS members who

typically work —F  should be able to attend.  Helen

will have show schedules (including maps) at the

March 12th  IDS meeting at Nora Library.  The show

is a lot of fun and a pitch-in luncheon is served in the

barn, so bring your best vittles!  You don’t have to

be a judge to dine with them!

Yearbooks Ready - Dues Due

Be sure to pick up a 2002 yearbook at the March

12th meeting at Nora Library if your dues are

current. (And of course, bring money if you are in

arrears.) Look on the name sticker on this Ledger to

see if you’ve paid If the number is 2000, then you

owe two years dues ($10.00) and if it’s 2001, you

owe $5.00.

We’re Desperate for Help!

Yes, it’s true.  We’re desperate.  Because of the

timing of the National ADS Show, we had trouble

with our regular show dates at the Church.  We

had to squeeze in between two of their womens’

groups’ events and we’ll be putting up the show at

night!  THURSDAY, April 24 from 6:00-8:00 p.m.

The work is not hard.  It does not require physical

strength. It’s mostly putting class cards on tables

and filling the testtubes with water.  We also need

cooks to provide salads, desserts and side dishes

for the luncheon on Friday.  PLEASE!  If you can

make the time in your schedule, we really need the

help this year!

     
( Mac ) Malcolm Heaton 

~by Joe Hamm

IDS has lost a good member January 1, 2002. 

Mac was a commercial artist and to me was a

specialist in wildlife. He had work published 

in magazines such as "Outdoor Indiana". 

I always remember Mac for his humor and

his help at the Daffodil Show. Even with his

eyesight failing he helped with setup and 

with his wife, Naomi, to assist continued to

enter blooms in our shows. I think the best

prank was his entry of ‘Joe's Cap' with a 

correct color code. He won a blue 

ribbon. ‘Joe's Cap' is not a registered 

cultivar, but a unknown daffodil Joe Higgs 

had given Mac----so Mac gave it a name. 

The judges must have thought it was 

good…. they gave it a Blue Ribbon. 

Our condolences to Namoi.
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Mail Away Bouquets! 
~by Kim Haworth 

If your garden is bursting with daffodils this spring and you would like to share them with friends and relatives

across the county, you can send them by an overnight delivery service such as FedEx for less than a florist

would charge to deliver.

Most tender flowers ship best in bud stage. Select buds that are just beginning to show color. In early spring,

unopened buds of bulb flowers such as daffodils and tulips arrive at their destination in perfect condition.

Preparing for Shipping

Pick your fresh flowers and plunge the stems in a deep bucket filled with fresh, warm water and allow them to

soak until you are ready to arrange them in the vase prior to shipping.  To send your own backyard bouquet,

begin by stopping by a FedEx office and picking up a triangular tube mailing box. They are free for the asking.

Also, find out when the last pick up is at your location--it's usually late afternoon--and time your packing to

coincide with this time. (Don't forget the time it will take to drive to the drop off point.)

Arranging the Bouquet

Just prior to packing and shipping, fill a vase with fresh, cold water. Arrange the flowers in the vase, starting with

the foliage, then adding the flowers. Place delicate blossoms in water-filled picks, then insert them into the

arrangement. Once the floral display is complete, empty the water out of the vase, remove the flowers and

wrap them in several sheets of newspaper. Secure the newspaper with rubber bands. At this point, you can

either place the flowers in the box for shipping, or place them back in the vase. If you decide to send the vase,

be prepared to pay extra for shipping -- FedEx charges by weight. If you think that the recipient doesn't have a

suitable vase, go ahead and send it along, but wrap it carefully in bubble wrap or thick pads of newspaper.

Pack the box with paper so that the arrangement doesn't rattle around inside. Close the box, label it "Fragile"

and "Perishable: Open Immediately."  You can send flowers to any Western state except Hawaii. Expect to pay

$25 - $35 for shipping, depending on weight.

Update on Helen Link
~by Joe Hamm

Helen Link will be at the Waters of Martinsville, Nursing Home for some time...... we hope she will be able to spend

a few days at her home enjoying her daffodils in April.

Please write a note, send a card to her home. RR6 1660 Observatory Road, Martinsville, IN 46151.     Dan and

Cindy will take her mail to the Waters; Better yet visit with Helen. The way to the Waters is West off of Rt37, one

block to Virginia  and go North. Once in the building just ask for Helen at the West nursing station. Best times to

visit are at before or after lunch – 11:00 AM or 1:00 PM.
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Picking Daffodils from the Garden for Show
~by Donna Dietsch, Midwest Regional Vice President

When picking flowers, you will want to have a

container with water in it to take out to the garden. 

Use lukewarm water since it is more easily absorbed

by the flowers.  I have some small plastic

wastebaskets that I got at a dollar store.  They are

just the right size.  Also you need a pen to write the

name of the flower on the stem.  If you need to do it,

you can also write the color code on the stem. 

Write it near the bottom of the stem but not so low

that you may cut it off when you adjust the heights

for an entry.  You have to have been out in the

garden for a few days before the day you want to pick

for the show since you need to have an idea of what

will be ready to pick.  You want to pick the bloom at

its peak.  If you have a refrigerator or a cold

basement to store them for a few days, then you will

go out each day and pick those that are ready.  Have

an idea about which classes you would like to enter. 

If you want to do a Green Ribbon, you need four

divisions, so you will need to plan to pick some that

fit in.  First, look at the flower closely to reject those

that have obvious flaws, especially tears and cuts. 

Check the back of the flower to see if all petals are

evenly spaced.   Be sure that there is no green on the

back and the spathe is intact.  Check the stem for

discolorations and  reject those with a lot of twisting

which is hard to correct.  Look at the cup for tears

and uneven edges.  Some problems with the edges

can be corrected, but if you have enough flowers, just

get the best ones.  Look at the color.  Has the

reverse actually reversed?  Is the cup  that is color

coded "R" really red all the way to the bottom? 

Count the petals on multiple headed flowers to be

sure they all have six.

The most important part of the judging, and the one

that has the most points, is condition.  This refers to

tears, cuts and nicks, and the age of the flower.  Too

young is as bad as too old.  Let the bloom develop on

the plant until it is at its peak.  If you have many

insects in your garden, they can remove pollen from

the flower, so look for pollen dropped in the cup. 

The judges will.

When you decide that you want to pick one,

remember that virus is spread by using the same

instrument to cut all your flowers.  I have two ways

that I ensure that I am not spreading virus to another

flower.  I get a box of single edged razor blades at the

hardware store.  They come in a box of 100 for less

than $6.  I use each blade twice, making a cut on one

side then the other.  Then I put the blade in alcohol. 

Or I have used my fingernail to make a cut in the

stem and then bend the stem over to break it off.  I

can pick ten blooms before I wash my hands.  Since I

do have a fridge, I pick for several days before a show,

so I seldom pick more than ten per day.  There are

viruses that are not readily apparent in one cultivar,

but will show up in another.  I don't want to take any

chances. Cut the stem as long as you can.  You can

shorten it later.

Immediately, when you pick the bloom, write the

name on the stem and put it into the water.  Many

people hold the flower, bloom down to keep the sap

from running out. When I have finished picking, I take

the container into the house and change the water. 

I still use lukewarm and let them sit for about an

hour.  Then I change the water to cold and sit down

to double check the blooms and do some grooming

on them before I refrigerate them.  It is easiest to do

it then before they stiffen.  If you leave it to the night

before the show, you may not get much sleep, and

you can get sloppy.  It’s when you're tired that you

put your fingernail through the petal of the one that

would have been Best in Show.  I've done that.
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When you check over your blooms, look for the

same things you looked for when picking them. 

There will always be a flaw that you missed. Putting

them in warm water and having them in the house for

an hour before touching them, gives the flowers a

chance to soften up and makes it easier to manipulate

them.  Then you put them in the refrigerator to keep

cool.  Cold flowers are impossible to groom. The

reason why I change the water to cold after they have

been in the house for a while, is that the cold water

will keep them from developing further.  You did pick

them at their peak of perfection. 

After you have let your

flowers sit inside for a hour

or so, you will go through

each of them.  Look for

faults that you overlooked

outside. There will be

some.

First check the petals.  Turn

the flower to the back and

make sure all petals are at

right angles to the opposite ones.  Reject any that

have a petal not in place.  Look at the spathe and

make sure it is whole and not badly torn.

Look for mitten thumbs and large tears and splits on

the edges.  Remove any little "things" that may be

inside the spathe.  They are leaf parts. These are

usually on multiple flowered blooms.   Use cuticle

scissors because they are small and sharp.

Check the front of the flower.  Look for mittens

again.  Look at the place where the petal is attached

to the cup.  Sometimes it is attached too far up on

the cup which will make the inside of the cup bulge

inward.  You can try to correct this by inserting a

Q-Tip inside the cup and holding the cup in two

fingers, press the Q-Tip outward, squeezing the cup

a little to the outside, and sometimes it will go back

into place.  Use a squeeze, press, sqeeze, press to try

this.  Or you can put the Q-Tip inside and press the

cup around it to round it up.  If it doesn't work, there

is nothing you can do.  

Make sure there are no tears on the rim of the cup,

and that the ruffles are even or nearly even.  If the

ruffles are not even, you can fix this a little.  Make

sure your fingers are warm.  Place your index finger

in the cup and your thumb on the outside, right at the

ruffle. Slowly work your fingers along the cup,

flattening out the ruffle as you go.  Very carefully!! 

You can tear the edge if you don't do it slowly.  You

may find it easier to put your thumb inside and your

finger outside. I use my finger inside for jonquil and

triandrus types and my

thumb inside for larger

flowers.  I use my pinkie for

minis.  Yes you can groom

those, too.  As you grasp

the edge, twist your hand

slightly to the outside

forming the ruffles to the

outside of the cup.  Check

to make sure the ruffles are

even around the cup.

Sometimes they go further out at the bottom of the

cup.  You can use the same method to put them

closer in.  

Sometimes the cup is square or lopsided and not

round as it should be.  Put your finger inside the cup,

all the way down or as far as you can and gently press

your fingers together to re-form the cup.  You use a

light pressure for this and the heat from your finger

is enough to press the tissue of the flower to make it

go the way you want it to go.  I would suggest that as

soon as you find a pot of daffodils in the grocery

store,  you get some to try these techniques out.  It's

easier than waiting until you have that blue ribbon

one to try to groom.

You should know by now how to press the petals

back to make them flat.  I use a Q-Tip for this if I

think I might tear the petals with my fingers.

Otherwise, just push them back.

“An exhibitor has to know some
of the things the judges will
consider in order to know which
bloom to pick from his or her
garden.” 

~Donna Dietsch
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Here's a tricky little trick.  When you have folds in

the petals, or the edges are not flat, there are some

things you can do.  Make sure your fingers are warm,

again.  Carefully press the petals between your

fingers.  The pressure is just enough to flatten the

folds, but not enough to bruise the petal.  Hold the

pressure for a short time and do it again if the petals

are not flat.  You can flatten the edges of the petals

the same way, but do it very carefully.  If you press

too hard or too fast, you will tear the edge of the

petal.  You can make the petal have less of an incurve

as long as you don't go all they way up to the center

at the mucro.  This takes some practice, and that's

why you should get a pot of daffs to practice on or

use one of the early ones in your garden. I have had

a clump of Jetfire for a long time and I used it to

practice on.  This technique will also work to smooth

petals that are ridgey or the texture is a bit bumpy. 

It will not  eliminate  these problems,  but you can get

a flower looking better and into the show when you

need a particular one.  This pressing of the petals is

something that very few people do, mostly because

they think it will not work or they are afraid that they

will bruise the petals.  If I am going to smooth a ridge,

I start at the bottom of the petal and work upward. 

For uneven edges, I go the same way.  If your fingers

are up too far on the petals you can tear the edges. 

You do have to practice this, but when I showed the

people in Pittsburgh, they could do it right away.

When the petals curl forward too much, you can get

them to go backward. This can be used for

cyclamineous that don't want to recure properly.

Place you index finger and thumb across the petal,

thumb in the front. With your thumb, curl the petal

over your finger.  Do this slowly and move upward a

little at a time until you get nearly to the  top.  The

petal will recurve backward the way it is supposed to

do.  This will also take a bit of the incurve out of a

petal.

This smoothing with the fingers is the best technique

I have found. Almost no one does it.  That's what

gives you an advantage over others. They can grow

them as well as you do, but if they can't groom as

well, your flowers will look better.  I once won Best

in Show with a flower that had a slightly bumpy

texture.  I won because the other flower had a cup

that was square.  The other person could have

adjusted the cup, but didn't know how or didn't want

to try to fix it.  In judging, form has more points to it

than texture.  Condition has the most points, so that

is why you want your flowers in the best possible

condition.  Then you work on form.

Your IDS Officers 

President
Suzy Wert 317-259-0060

Vice President
Kay Cunningham

812-876-7947

Corresponding Secretary
Helen Merrill 
317-255-3433

Recording Secretary
Myra Bottoms 
317-861-4615

Treasurer 
Joe Hamm
291-6197
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Thoughts on Hybridizing 
 ~by Sandra Stewart, Jasper, Alabama

I hope all you new people on the Daffnet will think

now about pollinating a few daffodils this year (use

whatever you have blooming at your place) and plant

the seeds to see what you can grow.  It is real fun to

finally see them open...you can get all kinds of things

accomplished in your life while you are waiting!  The

kids really love this pollinating thing...Autumn

[Sandra’s daughter] learned enough about the parts of

a flower doing this to ace her science test in 4th

grade.  I have learned so much from everyone in the

ADS so I wanted to put this on daffnet before the

pollen starts fluffing...when you bloom seedlings

depends directly on when you plant the seeds!  I'm

not an expert at hybridizing but I thought some

people would like to read the basic way I do it...it will

be too late if you don't think about it now.  It

wouldn't be bad to hear from the experts about their

methods....and what I am doing wrong.

This daffodil came from Scholar (seed parent) x

Orangery (pollen parent). Scholar 2y-w (reverse

bicolor), is a Havens cultivar...but I'm not sure where

you can get it now..Weldon gave me mine in 1995. 

Orangery 11aW-OOY is a Dutch daffodil and I got

those for 50 cents each from Dutch Gardens

catalogue.  Both will win ribbons if you take them to

a show and your friends will love you more if you give

them a bouquet.  The Orangery are my proof that

you win many more ribbons with fifty $1 daffodils

than you can with one $50 daffodil....not to mention

gifts to your friends.  My thought in making this cross

was that the Scholar might lend some substance to

the petals of a split cup. Petals on Division 11 are

usually pretty flimsy, and the daff that has perianth

segments completely covering the petals will be

judged the better flower if they don't look at the back

side :)

For you new people, a reverse bicolor daffodil has

mostly yellow petals and mostly white cup....most

bicolor daffodils grow the other way around.  There

is an ADS ribbon given to the best reverse bicolor

collection of 5 different stems at each show...the

Maroon Ribbon.  If you want to have 5 different ones

blooming the same day, you will need to grow some

jonquils (Division 7) and different divisions.   I don't

know offhand if there are any reverse bicolor

miniatures?  Maybe you can raise one.

This bloom is from the first group of "crosses" I

planted in 1997..it appears that most of those crosses

are going to bloom this year...but there are a few

plants that look as if they are only now coming up...it

may be years before all the '97 seedlings bloom.  I

started planting daffodil seeds the year before that

with all OP (open pollinated) seed...even got a couple

of blooms good enough to win ribbons from

those...Ceylon, Ice Follies (sorry Tom!), Oratorio and

Cabra to name a few.   I also have some seedlings

growing that may bloom next year that I got from a

close friend...she was 71 years old and when she

learned you could grow daffodils from seed, she

picked all hers and gave them to me.  She loves the

split cups too.

I have noticed that, if I raise seed on a new daffodil

that I really like the first time it blooms here, and I

have only one bulb, I lose that daffodil the next year. 

Maybe this is just coincidence, but maybe growing the

seed pod weakens the bulb if it's not acclimated to

my place?  I don't raise seeds on new bulbs now

because of that...although I might pick them and use

the pollen if I don't put them in a show.

I didn't do anything special to plant my daffodils

seeds...I just moved my compost pile and planted the
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seeds straight in the ground on that good bare spot

in late summer by poking holes in the ground with a

pencil...you don't have to double dig or anything. 

Here in Alabama, you have to wear long clothes while

you are doing this to keep the mosquitoes from biting

you and making you drop your seeds where you

didn't want them to land.  (These mosquitoes really

like Brits whose name starts with "I")

I put the year and the cross and the number of seeds

on labels like I use for my bulbs.  I planted several

hundred seeds in a 5 x 5 plot...only about an inch

apart.  I don't ever water after that first day but I do

cover them up with good thick pine straw mulch to

keep unsightly weeds under control...I am always

afraid I will pull the seeds/bulbs up if I have to pull too

many weeds.  If weeds do grow and are too tall to

pull, I cut them down with scissors...BEFORE they

make seeds.  The weeds don't bother the seedlings,

but they do bother the Lawn Ranger.  After 6 years,

I now have a whole bed of new daffodils growing....for

free.  I do plant the miniature seeds in little plastic

pots and sink them in the ground so I won't lose

them.  Some of the bulbocodium seeds I planted are

putting up buds after only 2 years.  We can get

blooms sooner in the South since our growing season

is so much longer?  I make them tough it out, 

thinking that we don't need any more weak stuff

wasting ground in Alabama.

I store the seeds in little packs made from the

corners of envelopes with the cross written on there

and how many seeds are in it...you can make your

garden labels while sitting in front of the tv...just copy

from the envelopes.  All you do to get these packs is

cut the bottom corners off your junk mail.  When

you get your seeds in there,  tape the open edge

closed with scotch tape.  When you are ready to

plant, you can snip off a corner with scissors and you

will have a spout on your pack.

You can document your crosses in the garden when

you make them... write the name of the pollen parent

on the stem of the seed parent plant with a ball point

pen (Example... x Orangery) it will not wash or fade

off.  When the pods are turning yellow on the top,

you can write the seed parent name on the stem

(Scholar) as you cut it and keep the stems/pods in a

sack or something until you get time to write the

names on the envelope packs.  It is much easier to

write on the paper before you put the seeds in there.

It's a good idea to mark your pollinated flowers some

way while they are still pretty so that your "friends"

won't pick them...I pull the top petals off so they are

too ugly for anyone to want.  Of course, I have to

admit I have picked some of them myself before I

learned this!

There can be a lot of science involved in pollinating

daffodils but most of that is over my head. This is like

everything else, you can go to as much time and

trouble as you like.  I don't even plan my crosses too

much...I just pick the good looking flower I want to

use for pollen and go around dusting it on things I

think will look good put together.  Just be sure the

pollen bloom is freshly open--the pollen has to have

time to fluff out though, but not falling off the anthers

yet...and the stigma on the seed parent you choose is

fresh too...you should be able to tell that the stigma

doesn't already have pollen on it and it should be light

in color and appear moist...they turn darker as they

age.  You will be able to tell most times if you make

a good pollination because you will be able to see the

pollen pretty much glued on there.

I suspect that if I did spend a lot of time planning

crosses, something would happen...like this freeze we

are having or the usual tornadoes...to ruin my plans. 

I do have some seedlings growing from Little Gem

and some other early miniatures that I made when

the temps were below freezing...it was not easy. 

Maybe when I am able to retire from the day job, I

will put more thought into planning.

You can get information about your daffodils from
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the ADS Data Bank.  There is a code under FT

(fertility) column that may say S (seed) or P (pollen).

I learned from being in the New Hybridizer's Robin

that just because a daffodil is not indicated in the Data

Bank to be fertile is not to say it is not fertile.  An "s"

means that the daffodil is the seed parent of another

registered daffodil.  A "P" means that it's the pollen

parent of another registered daffodil.  For example,

Scholar already has a "P" in the FT column and

Orangery has both "S" and "P"

Always make more crosses than you think you will

want.  Most of the crosses I make don't even produce

seed.

Always plant more seed than you think you will want 

because they will not all come up.

Don't be hesitate to plant seeds from daffodils that

are selfed or open pollinated...if you plant your

daffodils close together like I do, there's no telling

what you might get.

Always keep a written record of your seeds planted

somewhere that's permanent.  You will need this in

5 or 6 years when they start making buds..that way

you will know where your notes are.  Who knows

you will not be the next Grant Mitsch?  I use those

hardcover blank journals with lines they sell at

Waldenbooks.  I don't write the crosses down until

after they are planted...because I always lose some

between the house and the garden and these 2

beautiful cats.  I don't keep this info on the computer

because I know it will crash someday..although that

would be a good backup place to keep it.  It's also a

great idea to make a map in case some of your labels

go missing.  I try to plant mine in alphabetical order of

the seed parents.

Don't hesitate to plant your seeds just because you

don't want to write all this stuff down.  I have two

years' seeds out there with  labels that  only say the

year and the name of the person who gathered them.

The ADS gives ribbons to the best seedling exhibited

by the originator at each show ..the Rose Ribbon to

the standard and the Miniature Rose to...what

else...the best miniature seedling.  These flowers just

have numbers (no names yet) and the name of the

exhibitor/originator is not visible until the judging is

finished.  Of course, some shows attract more

hybridizers than others...they all like to talk about

growing daffodils though so you can meet some very

good people  and see what grows well in your

vicinity. ❧

She turned to the sunlight

and shook her head,

and whispered to her neighbor:

"Winter is dead".
A.A. Milne, When We were Very Young

Spring is a Good Time to . . .

- Check your tags - make sure they are directly in

front of (or in back of) the daffodils they’re

marking.

- Make sure the ink is not fading away and rewrite

them before they’ve faded completely.

- Make some crosses.  Just take the pollen from one

flower and put it on the sticky stigma of another

and see if you can get some seed set.  Daffodils are

very easy to grow from seed; but they need 5-7

years to grow to flowering size. Once you have

them, though, they come up reliably every year and

once they bloom, you are the only person in the

world to have them!


